
Important  UGAMUNC  Policies  for  Delegates  
  
  

POSITION PAPERS:   
 
Submitting a position paper is required in order to be eligible for an award. Position papers not only 
create a more competitive and rewarding environment within the committee but also help individual 
delegates come into the committee thoroughly prepared and familiar with his or her assignment. These 
position papers can be sent to their respective committees’ email, which can be found on individual 
committee background guides. A physical copy can also be accepted at the beginning of Session I on 
Friday evening. At the end of the weekend, each committee will also grant one delegate or delegation 
with the Outstanding Position Paper Award at closing ceremonies. Position papers should be typed; one 
page single-spaced per topic, 12 point Times New Roman font, and one inch margins. Delegates should 
use a standard, consistent citation format of their choosing. If you have any questions regarding this 
policy, please speak to a member of the secretariat.  
 
PAGE POLICY:  
 
The UGAMUNC page policy is that committee chairs will assign pages on a rotating schedule within 
committees from double delegations in the GA's on a volunteer and/or need basis.  Usually only the 
General Assemblies need pages and have a large number of double delegations available. Due to staffing 
restrictions, we are unable to provide collegiate staffers to act as pages except under special 
circumstances. 
 
DRESS CODE:   
 
All UGAMUNC delegates are expected to wear western business attire at for all committee sessions.  For 
men, this means suits and ties or nice khakis, ties and sports coats.  For women, this means dress pants or 
skirts or business dresses (please check for appropriate lengths and fit, etc.).  Please note that western 
business attire does not include fashion denim, Ugg boots, etc.  If you have a question about this policy, 
we will be happy to clarify. Remember that dressing unprofessionally reflects negatively on you and your 
fellow delegates, so please observe the dress code policy during all committee sessions. 

  
  

  


